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SoftLayer…The best cloud that you’ve never heard of 
The US Federal Government now has a “cloud first” mandate.   As GSA stipulates, “The Cloud First policy 

mandates that agencies take full advantage of cloud computing benefits to maximize capacity utilization, 

improve IT flexibility and responsiveness, and minimize cost.”  How do you choose the cloud that’s 

appropriate for your agency?  After all, there are so many questions about security, ease of use, 

migration strategies, and compliance.  You could select the market leader assuming that they’ve got a 

solution for each of these needs.  However, further investigation into alternatives like SoftLayer may 

result in a better solution. 

You’ve never heard of SoftLayer?  In 2013, SoftLayer had 22,000 customers, 220 million internet 

domains, and 120,000 servers.  Yet SoftLayer was virtually unknown to Federal customers.  However, 

many born-on-the-web companies that we all use every day are big SoftLayer customers.  Clients like 

Slideshare, Fitbit, Whatsapp, Tumblr and others have been longtime SoftLayer clients, taking advantage 

of SoftLayer’s private, carrier grade MPLS network, which connects 13 data centers, and 15 points of 

presence across 3 continents. 

The SoftLayer Network (pre-acquisition) 
IBM acquired SoftLayer in July of 2013 

for $2 billion.  In January, 2014, IBM 

made the bold decision to invest 

another $1.2 billion into expanding 

operations, building out more 

SoftLayer datacenters to prepare for 

new growth and providing world-class 

performance.  At the end of the 

expansion in 2015, SoftLayer will have 

40 data centers and points of 

presences across 5 continents.  

SoftLayer has already opened data 

centers in Toronto, Melbourne 

Australia, Hong Kong, Singapore, 

London, and Paris, Frankfurt, and 

Mexico City with additional data 

centers slated for Africa and South 

America.   

A key component of the expansion, are two new data centers dedicated solely to Federal workloads.  

These centers, designed to be FedRAMP compliant, are located in Ashburn, VA and Dallas, TX are 

operational and have the capacity for up to 30,000 servers.  While many cloud providers offer 

Government clouds, the SoftLayer clouds are unique in that they are exclusively dedicated to Federal 

customers.  The SoftLayer Federal cloud is protected by insulating the Federal workloads from workloads 

1 Every upstream network port is multiple 10G and every rack is 
terminated with 40G of connectivity. 
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and users outside the Federal domain.  These Federal data centers are built using their own 

management system, distinctly separate from the global SoftLayer environment, and have their own 

private wide area network (WAN) connecting the two data centers.  These features make the SoftLayer 

Federal Cloud highly resilient, and more secure than competing clouds. 

Security, Easy Migration, Performance for Federal workloads 

Dedicated for security 
In real estate, it’s location, location, location.  In the cloud it’s all about security.  The question for all 

Federal decision makers is how to secure the sensitive, official use only data, when it’s under someone 

else’s physical control. This is where SoftLayer is extremely unique; and serves as the foundation for how 

the SoftLayer Federal offering was designed.  The SoftLayer cloud provides Federal clients better visibility 

into and control over the SoftLayer cloud resources than many have in their own data center.  This starts 

with the ability to provision bare metal servers (in addition to traditional 

virtualized instances) which are dedicated to a specific workload.  These are not 

shared servers, eliminating the hypervisor as a potential point of vulnerability.  

With complete transparency into the server, Federal clients have the ability to put 

their data on dedicated storage devices with visibility right down to the serial 

numbers of the dedicated disk drives that their data is stored on.  No other cloud 

in the world offers this level of transparency and control.  SoftLayer’s Federal data centers offer the 

ability to build dedicated environments for each Federal client with dedicated firewalls, load balancers, 

servers, and storage.  One can easily build a dedicated environment in the SoftLayer Federal cloud, 

without sacrificing the benefits of cloud including on-demand self-service, rapid elasticity, and measured 

service (consumptive billing). 

Securing the Network 
Most cloud providers offer a single network architecture.  SoftLayer is unique in providing a “triple 

network architecture”.  Each SoftLayer bare metal server has up to (5) 

network interfaces.  (2) connect to the public internet, (2) connect to 

a private network, and (1) connects to the management network via 

an encrypted VPN.   The beauty of this architecture, in addition to 

providing better performance through network isolation, is a reduced 

threat profile, improving security.  Now, your database servers can 

communicate with your application servers on the private network. 

With SoftLayer’s port-level control you can enable or disable public 

internet access with a click.  As an example,  turning off the public facing NICs on your database server 

and eliminate the potential for port scans, distributed denial of service attacks and from public internet 

scavengers. 
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Securing the Server 
FedRAMP specifies the baseline security controls that the cloud must abide by, but there’s a leap of faith 

that a Federal user has to take to know that the data center is actually secure.  There is no uncertainty 

with SoftLayer.  In a first-of-its-kind cloud implementation, SoftLayer enables the deployment of a 

“Trusted Platform Module” 

directly onto the server.  This 

module is a tamper proof device 

that can “attest” to the 

environment that the workload is running on.  It does this by creating a “measured launch” 

environment, inventorying the precise setup of the server and storing that setup, encrypted on the 

module.  If anything should change in the environment through methods like a rootkit or the insertion of 

a USB key, the boot of the server will be blocked.  This ensures that the environment cannot be 

tampered with even with physical access.  In addition, this technology allows for full disk encryption 

technologies like Bitlocker. 

Performance and hidden charges affect price 
Most Federal clients carefully review the cost of the cloud, but rarely does the analysis consider the 

performance that’s achievable.  After all, if one needs to buy 10 instances from cloud vendor A, but only 

8 instances from SoftLayer, then there could be a significant cost advantage in choosing the faster 

instances.  This is precisely the phenomena at SoftLayer.  When considering virtual instances, most cloud 

providers “over-provision” the servers.  A particular server might have the ability to support 10 “medium 

instances” without degradation.  “Over provisioning” implies that a cloud service provider could assign 

15 “medium instances” to the server, anticipating that all 15 instances won’t be using all their resources 

at the same time.   But what if they do?  Performance is directly impacted, and workloads and 

applications may fail.  SoftLayer’s virtual instances provide Federal clients a precise set of resources that 

cannot be borrowed by other users.  In SoftLayer you don’t choose a “medium instance”, you choose the 

number of cores that you’d like your application to have.  Those cores are not sharable by other tenants 

and are dedicated to your workload.  Eliminating over-provisioning enables clients to provision precisely 

what they need, providing consistent performance at any time of day, week, or year. 

In addition to the security benefit that bare metal provides, bare metal servers can also have a 

considerable impact on performance and price.  By eliminating the hypervisor, you are eliminating an 

abstraction layer that has the tendency to slow down many workloads.  It’s for these reasons that high 

performance computing, data analytics, and databases perform better on SoftLayer than competing 

virtualized clouds.  The dedicated bare metal server also guarantees the network adapter will be 

dedicated exclusively to your messaging and input/output requests, rather than being shared amongst 

other tenants on the same server. 

These performance advantages have been validated in both internal IBM studies and by benchmarks by 

Federal customers.  Run a benchmark, save your budget. 
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Hidden charges 

Federal clients, like most enterprise customers, have an expected level of support.  SoftLayer includes 

7x24 support for every customer, available through chat, phone, and a ticketing system accessible via the 

portal or the API’s. 

Many cloud providers have variable monthly charges, dependent on the amount of bandwidth that is 

consumed.  Most Federal clients who are new to the cloud do not have an appreciation for their 

bandwidth usage.   Likewise, bandwidth can vary greatly based on web site usage, big data challenges, or 

high message traffic in three tier networks.  These variable charges can wreak havoc on fixed Federal 

budgets.  That’s why SoftLayer includes virtually all bandwidth charges in the price of the instance.  So 

that Federal customers will have consistent and predictable costs, from month to month. 

Making migration a breeze (To the cloud, or from the cloud) 
Many US Federal customers have been burned by vendor proprietary interfaces and extensions.    

Witness the Federal database space, dominated by a single vendor, and the incredible costs that it takes 

to convert to a different database management system.  There are two specific questions that one needs 

to ask when migrating to the cloud. 

1. How do I choose a cloud based on open standards that will allow a migration to a new cloud 

when the circumstances demand it? 

2. How do I take existing solutions, built on proprietary infrastructure, and move it seamlessly to 

the cloud? 

It’s for these reasons that the Federal Government has endorsed open source software and open 

standards.  Migrating applications to the cloud can be currently achieved through a few methods.  One 

path is via cloud providers with proprietary 

API’s such as simple storage object storage, 

where data is not easily retrieved and 

migrated if the need arises.  Alternatively, a 

cloud based on open standards and open 

source can allow for “cloud portability”, where 

data and applications are free to move 

without being tied to a vendor.  IBM has long 

been a promoter of open source dating back 

to the $1B investment to legitimize Linux for 

the enterprise to the open cloud standards 

including OpenStack, CloudFoundry, and 

others.  It’s clear that the Government doesn’t 

want to be “locked in” to a specific cloud 

provider. 
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SoftLayer’s openness becomes a major factor in the ability for Federal clients to migrate workloads into 

the cloud.  Many people think that virtualization and the cloud are synonymous and that workloads must 

first be virtualized before they can be moved to the cloud.   With SoftLayer’s unique offering of bare 

metal in the cloud, SoftLayer enables you to simply pick up your non-virtualized workloads and deploy 

them in the cloud.  There is no need to first virtualize the workload eliminating expense and complexity.  

Many of the Federal workloads that have already been virtualized use VMware as the hypervisor.  Unlike 

other cloud providers which impose a hypervisor, SoftLayer is hypervisor agnostic.  You can take your 

VMware, Hyper-V, KVM, or Xen workload and migrate them without conversion into the SoftLayer 

environment.  Likewise, there are some workloads, like databases, that benefit from direct control of the 

hardware for performance, licensing costs and supportability.  These databases can run directly on the 

bare metal hardware.  Again, no conversion is required to “lift and shift” these workloads into the 

SoftLayer cloud.  It’s these migration capabilities that make SoftLayer the ideal environment for hybrid 

cloud.  SoftLayer represents an adjunct infrastructure for Federal customers that have the need to 

“burst” into the cloud, and then return to operating in their on premise data center. 

Beyond Servers and Instances: SoftLayer’s Fundamental Building Blocks 

Object Store 
The Federal Government has massive repositories of imagery and other big data.  Object Storage at 

SoftLayer provides an easy way to archive, manage, and serve large amounts of unstructured data such 

as virtual machine images, media, and email archives.  Based on OpenStack Swift, SoftLayer object 

storage, is highly scalable, has virtually no capacity limits, and is highly available with objects written 3 

times in the cluster.  Object Storage can be accessed via the SoftLayer portal, the built-in sFTP, the 

SoftLayer Object Storage API, or via any client using a REST protocol implementing puts and gets.   

Load Balancers 
SoftLayer offers several options for load balancers depending on client requirements.   Load balancers 

distribute traffic between multiple devices (ex. web servers) so that no single device gets overwhelmed.   

There are numerous load balancer size configurations to choose from, starting at 250 to 150,000 

concurrent connections.  SoftLayer also provides the ability to do SSL offload and configure load 

balancers to be highly available.  Load balancers are configurable via the SoftLayer customer portal or 

the SoftLayer API. 

Citrix Netscaler VPX 
For customers desiring layer 4 load balancing, layer 7 traffic management, or global load balancing 

SoftLayer offers the Citrix Netscaler VPX.  The Citrix Netscaler VPX has the ability to do SSL offloading, 

content caching and compression, and application firewalling. 

Software Defined Storage   
While many Federal Government customers are looking to keep their data separate from other 

customers, most cloud service providers only offer shared storage options.  SoftLayer offers the unique 

capability of creating dedicated Storage Area Network (SAN) or dedicated Network attached storage 
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(NAS).  This provides Federal clients complete control as well as isolation of their data from other 

customers.  Using the QuantaStor operating system on top of bare metal servers, clients can create 

storage devices that contain up-to 36 user selectable drives with visibility down to the serial numbers of 

the disk drives that the data resides on.  The SAN storage provides customers the ability to provision 

iSCSI LUNs, NFS shares, and CIFS shares.  Customers can also configure storage to suit their IO 

performance needs, whether it’s fast SSD storage for databases or large volumes for media where Object 

Storage isn’t the right solution. 

Software Defined Networks 
Federal Government customers insist on being able to control and protect the network used to transmit 

data.  At SoftLayer, we provide this service via the Vyatta Gateway Device.  The Vyatta Gateway Device is 

used to create secure IPSEC tunnels between a Federal Government customer’s data center and the 

customers VLAN inside the SoftLayer data center.  The Vyatta Gateway Device can also serve as a firewall, 

capable of protecting both public and private VLANs. 

Firewalls 
When Federal Government customers deploy applications, security is always top of the list.  Firewalls are 

an important step in providing that secure environment.  SoftLayer offers dedicated hardware firewalls 

that can be deployed to protect all servers that share the same VLAN.  These dedicated hardware 

firewalls are also available in High Availability pairs, providing resiliency for mission critical applications. 

Better performance means lower price 
SoftLayer offers the unique ability to provision fully customized bare metal servers as easily as other 

cloud service provider’s (CSP’s) provision virtual machines.  Bare metal servers allow customers to move 

compute intensive workloads to the cloud without having to compromise on performance.  Database 

servers will have better performance due to being able to bypass the hypervisor that traditional CSPs 

must have.  Due to the increases in performance, fewer servers will be required to accomplish the same 

task, driving down the cost of the solution and the resulting TCO. 

Managing the SoftLayer Federal Cloud 

User Management 
SoftLayer employs a hierarchical, role-based access control system that allows granular control over each 

user’s permissions within the account. Starting with that account’s Master User, any number of users can 

be created with either some or all of the master user’s permission. Permissions flow down the user tree, 

with each parent user only having the ability to grant some or all of their own permission to child users. 

Visibility to the tree is downward-facing, meaning users are only allowed to view and interact with their 

own user and their child users. No user can change their own permissions, only those of their child 

users. 

With over 70 specific permissions divided into 6 categories, a user can be granted or denied access to 

such actions as viewing, searching, or editing tickets within the ticketing support system; viewing and 
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managing servers or firewalls; hardware or virtual machine provisioning; network management; and 

account management. Users can be restricted to interacting and accessing only specific IP addresses; 

source IP addresses can also be specified, allowing users to only access SoftLayer from approved 

machines. VPN access is granted on a user-by-user basis, as is the ability to interact with the system via 

the SoftLayer API. 

The SoftLayer Portal 
The SoftLayer Customer Portal is the point-and-click, browser-based interface SoftLayer Federal 

customers use to manage all aspects of their accounts.  Within the Customer Portal, users have the 

ability to order and interact with all SoftLayer products and services, manage and maintain their 

SoftLayer account, and view and pay monthly invoices.  In addition to account management, the 

Customer Portal is the single 

location for opening, viewing 

and updating tickets 

associated with any SoftLayer 

product or service.  The 

portal is intuitively designed 

and simple to use.  New users 

will likely feel comfortable 

managing the SoftLayer 

infrastructure in minutes and 

not hours. 

The SoftLayer environment is 

focused on control and 

transparency the portal being 

the primary interface for both 

of these characteristics.  

Using the portal, an authorized user has the ability to view specific configuration details down to the 

serial number and precise hardware configuration of the resources they are managing.  Federal 

customers will appreciate the ability to determine precisely where their data is stored, right down to the 

serial number of the physical disk drive. 

The portal also provides the insight into the SoftLayer network with precise port control on the five 

network interface cards that a bare metal server will have.  Every action within the portal is audited and 

stored in a read-only area and retained forever, providing Federal customers a complete audit log of their 

environment. 
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Controlling it all through API’s 
One of SoftLayer’s primary tenets is transparency. To that end, SoftLayer has exposed a substantial 

portion of its infrastructure management system in the form of client-facing APIs. With hundreds of 

services and thousands of methods there’s virtually nothing that can’t be accomplished with the API that 

would otherwise be done manually through the portal. Complete custom bindings have been developed 

for C#, PERL, Python, PHP, Ruby, and VB .NET, however the API is infinitely flexible, integrating with any 

programming language compatible with REST, XML-RPC, or SOAP data transmission protocols. There’s 

even a Python-based command line interface with a subset of functionality for basic scripting needs. 

The API build possibilities are endless. Custom portals could be built, masking or emphasizing 

functionality that’s important to a specific client. Custom catalogues can also be created, allowing a user 

to choose only from an approved number of server configurations. As needed, business workflows can 

be implemented with typical requirements like server allocation and provisioning with managerial 

approval or automatic provisioning could be implemented. Automatic server scaling and provisioning, 

audit reports, identity management, and invoice 

tracking are all examples of what could be 

accomplished with the SoftLayer API. 

Like in most on-premise data centers, user security is 

a primary concern. This security is enforced through 

mandatory user authentication for every method call, 

and the Federal SoftLayer API endpoints existing only 

on the private network, requiring VPN client 

authentication before any connection can be made. 

User authentication is managed through an API key which can be granted or denied for any specific user. 

One generated, that key directly maps to a user’s given roles and permissions, and enabling only the 

methods and services that user is allowed. 

Object Storage 
In addition to the primary SoftLayer API, a customized API for object storage has been built on the 

OpenStack Open Storage platform, also known as Project Swift. A  REST-based interface with bindings for 

PHP, Python, Ruby and Java, SoftLayer’s Object Storage API has the full functionality of Project Swift 

along with additional methods to aid in object search. The search service allows users to search the 

index based on account, container, or path and provides numerous parameters to assist in filtering the 

search results, such as specific content types or last modified date. The search also features recursive 

search abilities and multiple return formats. 
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The Cloud for Federal Clients 
The SoftLayer Federal Cloud is built with the sole purpose of servicing Federal customers.  It’s designed 

to address the critical concerns that Federal clients have when considering which workloads are 

appropriate for the cloud.  SoftLayer addresses cloud security concerns through single tenancy, unique 

networking, and hardware based trusted computing modules.  Migration into and out of the SoftLayer 

cloud is addressed through open and flexible interfaces and the ability to run non-virtualized workloads 

or workloads that have already been virtualized without conversion or re-architecting.  Finally, with 

Federal customers’ budget sensitivity and the drive to the cloud, cost is a key component around cloud-

based solutions.  SoftLayer’s bare metal environment provides maximum performance without virtual 

instance over-provisioning, providing maximum performance and efficiency, resulting in a lower price 

and greater budgetary savings.   SoftLayer provides it all; Security, performance, and the lowest TCO for 

Federal clients. 


